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From Managing Director's Desk.

75th Independ(

of India was celebrated in
pig"

St Hans High
ike every
-celebrated a
fpecial event on 75th
Independence Day
with great joy and
pomp. On this
pleasant day, a
sense of pride and
happiness could be
seen on the faces of
teachers and the
students. Everyone
was excited to
4
celebrate the
programme.
I
Everybody was
feeling proud to be a
citizen of this lovely
country. All the
decoration in and
outside of the
school and the
necessary arrangements
were done by the teachers
and students.
The programme
started sharp at 9:00 am with
pacifying recitation of
selected verses of the Holy
Quran, presented by Momin
Asad of Grade 6. It was

»1 with great joy and pomp

rniimg experience to see
the flag hoisting ceremony
by Managing Director, Mr.

Senior Urdu Teacher,
Moulana Makhdum.
Before the end of the
programme.
Managing Director,
Mr. Khalid Khan
addressed the
audience. He
congratulated all the
participants for 75th
Independence Day
of
the cou ntry.
m
f
r
Further,
he reviewed
is '-CSt
■ *y
75
years
journey of
tami P • t
independent India.
n--,
k
He also listed the
progress,
development and
I I
achievement in
V
.■ !
various fields. He
encouraged and
motivated the
Khalid Khan. All the
inhabitants towards their
students to acquire beneficial
participants sang National
country was sung by Shaikh
knowledge to serve,
Anthem.
Saquib and Chauhan Afif.
country selfless!^
Shah Abdul Samad of Grade 7
The event in charges
e function came tc
delivered a Marathi speech in
organized a variety of
an end with the vote of
a unique way. Later, Mansuri
activities and colourful on
thanks by Moulana Faizan
this blissful day. The
Rehanjgf Grade 9 sang a
Nadwi. All the participating
heajtfelt English praiseful
programme started with a
students were given sweet
poem. Thereafte^lal^^^B box on tlis memorable day.
fabulous English speech,
;red by the
delivered bv Satare Akif oL-^SF

Grand Felicitation Function for
SSC & HSC Toppers - 2021-22

ducational Awareness
Forum (EAF) a wellknown forum of the

The function
commenced with the
heartfelt recitation of the
Holy Qur'an presented by
Karediya Habban of Std X-B.
The translation of the recited
Aayah was presented by
Bableshwar Abdul Rehman of
Std IX-B. It was followed by an
encouraging, inspiring and
motivating speech of the
Managing Director, Mr. Khalid
Khan who won over the
hearts of the audience by his
Ft'**' ''**
-tttdtitiof rtrr"
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associated with many
Educational Institutions,
known for his charitable

Inter School Competition
"Best out of Waste" organised by Educational Awareness Forum (EAF)
Harisians Steal the show by Winning in All the Six Categories

work.

St Haris High School &
Hajra Girls Jr College
witnessed a significant
and memorable felicitation
function for the SSC & HSC
toppers in 2021-22. The
function was organized in the
School auditorium on 20th of
July 2022 (Saturday).The
Chief Guest for the function
was Mr. Sagir Dange, First
Deputy Mayor of Vasai-Virar
Municipal Corporation, a
well-known Islamic Scholar
and educabonist and

Si HSC

Grade 9. A beautiful Urdu
poem describing the love and
attachment of the

precious words.
^ Continued on page 4
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waste" in St. Haris High
School Auditorium, in order
to give exposure to the

vas.

35

teachers and the principals
in Mira Road, working for
spreading the awareness in
Muslim youth regarding
Education, has been
organising various activities,
competitions and career
guidance programmes on
Intra and inter school level
in Mira Road. The forum
organised first Inter school
competition after
pandemic, of the Academic
year 2022-23 "Best out of

Jwww.st-haris.org
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students to make ideal
working and non-working
models, utilizing waste
materials. Six schools
enrolled for participation in
the competition from Mira
Road.
It was worth to watch the
students showing their
talent and creativity, making
useful items by using waste
material on this blissful day
of the competition....
^ Continued on page 5

St Haris High School

Your way to leadership and success
lies within you. To become a true
leader, you need to be liked by other
people. There is a saying, "If you want to be
respected. Respect others". Similarly, if you
want recognition, you need to recognize
others and make them feel important.

%r
u

Remember - exclusive attention to a
person who is speaking to you is most
important.
Everybody on this planet 100
times more interested in himself than
others. They all want to talk about
themselves. Everyone wants to pour out
his heart, talks about his problems, speak
about his accomplishments, and share his
sorrows and joys. When people talk about
themselves, their great need for self
importance is being satisfied.
When you want to create the right
impact, when you want to influence and
motivate others, encourage them to talk
about themselves.
Even the busiest individual, who
does not have time to talk to the people,
will readily spend hours talking to you
when you get him start taking about
himself. To be interesting, you have to be
interested. Use magic words to get a
favorable response from a person. "If you
please...". May I ask you a favour?" "Can
you kindly spare me second?" Ask any one
-just what his opinion is on the subject he
specializes in or claims superior
knowledge. See how at once he feels
elevated. To keep the conversation going
just ask "And then what did you do? Or
"And then what did you say" or and then
what happened?"
When you listen attentively and
eagerly, it makes others like you
immediately. Remember that you cannot
learn when you are talking and your mouth
wide open. To hear and to learn more, you
must keep your ears and eyes open and not
your mouth. The average individual wants
to talk and not to listen. Hence, a good
listener is most welcome anywhere
anytime. Therefore, Allah (S.W.T) has given
us two ears and
. . one mouth.,
tpMfui zzutcvieief',
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ear Parents/ Guardians,

Teachers

Educational Awareness
Forum (EAF) organised
a teachers training
workshop in St Haris High
School's auditorium on 13
August 2022.
The purpose of
the workshop
was to provide
comprehensive
I
guidance and
training to the
teachers and
make them
aware of
contemporary
necessary
information
relevant to
their noble
profession of
teaching. All
the teachers
and
administrative
staff of St Haris High School,
Falah English High School and
Western English High School
Attended the workshop. Dr.
Sayyed Misbahuddin, a wellknown educationist and a
prominent member of
MFERD (Millat Foundation for
Educational Research and
Development), Hyderabad,
felicitated the workshop.
The session
commenced with the
soothing recitation of Holy
Quran presented by Brother
Muhammad Saad. It was
followed by an inspiring and
eye-opening talk/speech

locuti

Training

delivered by Dr.
Misbahuddin. He had a brief
discussion on effective
teaching and learning
methods in the light of his

strategies.
Mainly, he focused on
opting for students based
learning method and making
the classroom students

-A

r
experience and observation,
taking into consideration the
requirement of modern
education, advanced
teaching
methods/technology and the
talents and different qualities
of the students. Sharing his
experience he said that how
he experimented newly
discovered and very effective
teaching methods in many
schools, keeping aside the
prevailing old-fashioned
teaching methodologies. The
audience ware surprised to
see the unexpected outcome
of his innovative teaching

centric rather than teacher
centric, paying special
attention towards the
psychology and the condition
of each student. Further, he
added that ifachild is weaker
not taking interest in studies,
then finding out the reason,
guiding him affectionately
and encouraging him to
participate in the studies
along with other students
would be the greatest
achievement of a teacher. He
also mentioned the
exemplary teaching
methodologies and their
outstanding outcomes,

adopted earlier by Imam Abu
Hanifah, Imam Ghazali etc.
He mentioned some
advanced teaching learning
methods like flipped learning,
collaborative
learning, group
centric
learning, story
format
learning,
f/
project based
learning etc.
At the end of
the session, he
inspired and
motivated the
teachers by
telling a lesson
oriented story.
Following the
sunnah of
Prophet
Muhammad (S) on the final
pilgrimage while delivering
the final sermon, he took
oath from all the teachers to
follow the methods
instructed by him and to
convey the message of the
workshop to those who
couldn't attend it,
Managing Director
Mr. Khalid Khan thanked him
for this remarkable teacher
training session and assured
thatalltheteacherswill putin
their best efforts to
implement the advanced and
effective teaching methods
guided by him. ★***

CnietitiaB CoBaucfei tolfflhan
students'

Public speaking is a skill
through which one
can rule over the
hearts. A person equipped
with the
public
speaking skill
is more
con fi dent
and
organised. To
prepare
future
leaders,
these
activities help
students
develop their
true potential
and lead a
successful
life.
This
year too
Elocution competition was
conducted in the school on
25th of July 2022, at both
primary and secondary

Workshop

Oratory Ikills

level. Many students
participated enthusiastically
in the competition. The
students showcased their
speaking talent and oratory

were extra ordinary while
speaking and making
appropriate gestures. This
way, they proved to be
successful orators in future.

The competition was
conducted class wise from
Std I to IV, And Group wise
from V to X std. Group "A"
consisted of Std V & VI,

f
I

->

r
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skills in an unparalleled way.
They delivered their
speeches with a lot of
courage, confidence and

l^l stharishighschool@gmail.com

The little speakers were
judged as per their content,
confidence, memorization,
gestures and the way of
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Group "B" was consisted of
Std VII & VIM and group "C"
was consisted of Std IX & X.
★★★★

St Haris High School

h
Assalamualaikum wa Rahmatullahi wa
barakatuhu!
Hope all of you are doing good
and had a peaceful vacation by the
grace of Allah S.W.T. I want to extend to
you my token of love and warmth as we
embark on a new journey. Every new
academic year is a blessing as you
progress in learning and stepping
ahead in life finding new ways and
methods to make life better for the
future. Starting a year with prayer and
Allah's blessings is the best way to
progress hence I welcome you all to the
new academic year 2022-2023.
Finally the much awaited year
has arrived. After a long battle with
corona virus the school campus is
vibrant again with your cheerfulness
and we are ready for a smooth start.
There will be new books, new activities,
new assemblies and new victories.
The performance of students in
academic as well as co-curricular
activities has charged all of us with
enthusiasm this shows that we as
school are growing.
Many competitions were held in the
first half of first term such as Drawing
compebtion, Elocubon compebbon,
Handwribng compebbon and number
of aebvibes where we witnessed the
amazing talent of our dear students.
Their dynamic performance made me
believe that yes the wheels of my life
and the wheels of your lives are on
parallel tracks. This way, I want to see all
of you grow, thrive, quesbon, study and
learn and it's impossible without
parents' support and guidance. Indeed
with your co-operabon our Gen Z is
goingto be super astonishing.
The values of the world we inhabit and
the people we surround ourselves with
have a profound effect on who we are. I
would like to stress upon the need to
understand the cribcal importance of
co-operabon and a shared vision and
how that unity of understanding can
lead us one degree closer to greatness.
To achieve excellence our M.D Sir is
thriving hard by developing plans such
as NTSE for our students' betterment
this plan is a combinabon of building
collaborabon, a willingness to work
extra ordinarily hard and the ability to
recognise opportunibes that ulbmately
will lead to success and we lookforward
to conbnuing to provide many such
learning and growing opportunibes for
ourstudents.
Above everything we are a team and we
have to do everything as a family. We
want a secure future for our kids as our
kids are our priority. We will make the
impossible possible together. We will
see the unseen together. We will chase
theskyaboveoursky In Sha Allah!
Jazakallah hu khairah!
Warmest regards.
Principal.
THna,'patfat/I'M
★★★★
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Toppers - 2021 -22

...He congratulated the
meritorious students and
motivated them to carry on
their educational journey
and to achieve a worthy goal
without compromising their
Akhirah.
Guests of Honour, Mr.
Sohail Pathan, Asst. Police
Inspector, motivated the
students to join Police Force
to serve the humanity. Mr.
Usman Khan, an IRS officer,
shared his life journey and
gave very important tips to
students to succeed in life.
He further added that there

is no substitute to hard work.
Moulana Ameen of Western
English High School also
delivered an inspiring
speech. The Chief Guest Mr.
Sagir Dange congratulated
Mr. Khalid Khan for the
expansion of the school and
college and for achieving
100% result in SSC. He also
congratulated the students
and their parents for their
untiring efforts they put in
while preparing for the
examination. He also
inspired them with citing
motivational poetry and an

H stharishighschool@gmail.com
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enthusiastic speech.
All the SSC & HSC
meritorious students were
honoured with the merit
certificates and trophies by
the valuable guests. The
toppers were cheered and
applauded a lot by the
audience. The function came
to an end with the ritual of
vote of thanks by Moulana
Faizan Nadwi. At the end of
the function, group photos
were taken for beautiful
memories.
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The word Hijrah (Sacred
Migration) is an Islamic
terminology, which refers
literally to depart or abandon
from the evil. According to the
Islamic terminology, it means
to migrate from the homeland
to another place for the
purpose of executing Islamic
commandments as individual
and community with freedom.
The Islamic Hijrah takes place
to the land where one could be
able to perform the Islamic
commandments freely.
To make this term easier to the
readers, a glance at the sacred
Hijrah of Prophet Muhammad
(May peace be upon him)
would be certainly helpful. The
moment, Allah's Apostle
Muhammad (S) began inviting
people to the religion of Islam,
except a few enlightened
people who embraced it, the
chain of ordeal & persecutions
from the infidels of Mecca rose
against them. The followers of
Islam had to go through
unbearable tortures and
sufferings. They had to
encounter the kind of
punishments that would make
one cringe. The Infidels poured
their efforts to get them back
to disbelief. Every single soul
who embraced Islam was the
prey of their cruelty, violence
and dreadful reaction.
The irony was that they proved
to be more rude and cruel to
the Muslims with every passing
day. New methods and
techniques were being used to
torture and return them back
from Islam. At last, the Apostle
of Allah (S) was compelled to
grant the permission of Hijrah
to his companions so that they
may migrate to another land in
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order to save their faith and
lives. Eventually, a caravan of
eleven men and four women
departed from Mecca to
Habsha, (Ethiopia). Usman
Ghani (may Allah be pleased
with him) was the leader of
caravan. This was the first
Hijrah in Islam. Meanwhile, the
Apostle of Allah (S) and his
other companions continued
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aware of this situation. They
warmly welcomed their
brothers in faith and provided
them shelter. Eventually, Allah
granted permission about
Hijrah to His Prophet. He
parted for the journey towards
Madinah along with his best
companion, Abu Bakr (R). The
situation and the people in
Madinah were en ti rely

fellowhuman being.Taking the
advantage of the opportunity,
Prophet Muhammad (S) united
his strength and power.
The need of Hijrah arose
because the situation in Mecca
initially was not practical. And
the people embracing Islam
were not in a position to
defend themselves. Therefore,
they were left with no option
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to be brutally tortured &
persecuted. After the demise
of Abu Talib, Prophet's uncle,
the infidels of Mecca amplified
their persecution and they
become bold enough to harm
directly the Apostle of Allah (S)
which, during Abu Talib
presence they could not have
done. The situation went from
bad to worse. Prophet
Muhammad (S) now had no
other option but to announce
Hijrah publicly. Madinah city
was set the place of Hijrah by
Allah S.W.T. The companions of
Prophet Muhammad (S) began
migrating one after another.
The people of Madinah were

different from Mecca. They not
only gave shelter to the
Prophet (S) and Muslims, but
also they sacrificed all their
belongings for the
establishment of the
foundation of Islam in
Madinah. Thus Madinah
became the centre of
propagation of Islam and the
Ansaar proved to be successful
in both the worlds.
As the situation was calm and
serene in Madinah, The
Apostle of Allah (S) and
Muslims gained peace and
tranquility. They got the
opportunity to learn, practice
and promote Islam to other

except Hijrah. The place of
migration was chosen by the
creator Allah SWT, where Islam
could take its root deeper and
the Muslims get enough
strength. This purpose was
eventually accomplished in
Madinah.
Here, we need to
ponder and compare our
situation with the Muslims of
early ages in Mecca. We can
say surely that we are not only
in a better position than them
but also we do not face any sort
of obstacle or hurdle while
performing
the
commandments of Islam nor
do we encounter hatred,
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oppose or hostility. Despite
this, we can account our
attachment with Islam and
efforts to fulfill its duties.
The Muslims of early age were
brave and fearless about their
lives while announcing their
Islam publicly and performing
its commandments openly,
and any obstacle couldn't
shake their stability and firm
belief in Islam.
Now look at the
tragedy. It's ironical that they
bore the severest tortures
whereas. On the other hand,
we have been blatantly
flouting the biggest command
of Islam, say Salah, by making
false excuses. Most of us do not
offer many times's Salah
(Namaz) without feeling
slightest regret for it. Months
go on and we keep
disconnected with Quran, the
source of all guidance. Will we
be able to give answer to Allah
on the Day of Judgment for the
blessing that He has bestowed
upon us as a free follower of
Islam? And He has given us
such a homeland where there
is no hardship or hurdle. And
even if it appears to us, it is
actually the result of our
negligence which we have
adopted by being indifferent to
Islam. In this sense, we have to
confess our wrongdoing and
repent before Allah, and by
confessing His blessing, we
have to use it properly. We
should also be steadfast on our
belief, make Shari'ah as our
lifeline and spend our Godgifted talents and powers in
fulfilling the commandments
of Islam. Then only the true
benefits of Hijrah would be
established. ***'
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Competition

"Best out of Waste" organised by Educational Awareness Forum (EAF)
Students of Royal Girls
Urdu School, Falah English
High School, St Haris High
School, MS Creative School,
Western English High School
and Anjuman Mufidul
Yatama school, arrived early
in the morning with great
vigour and enthusiasm.
Specific place was allotted to
each school to establish and
setup for the models and
projects. The competition
started sharp at 08:25 am
with the soothing recitation
of the Holy Quran by
Muhammad Umar Ahmed.
STD. Vl-B The students
demonstrated their
imaginary skills and extraordinary talents by making

26 ideal models and
projects.
Three expert Judges
were invited to assess the
models. Mr. Azhar Husain
from Madni High School,
Jogeshwari (W),
Mrs. Manisha Vaidya from
Cama Road Municipal
English School &
Mr. Vijay Suradkar Cama
Road Municipal Urdu
School No 3. The judgment
round started at 11:30 am
and lasted till 1:30 pm. They
assessed all the models on
the basis of creativity,
usefulness, used materials,
explanation and the way of
presentation. EAF President,
Mr. Khalid Khan

congratulated all the
participants, teachers, incharges, judges and other
EAF member for their hard
work and active
participation. The results
were declared by Qadeer sir,
who was hosting the
programme. It was really a
breathtaking moment. But
with the announcement of
the results, the entire hall
echoed with cheers and
clapping for the winning
teams. The competition
came to an end with a dua by
Yusufsir.
Alhamdulillah,
Harisians registered their
win in all the Six categories
of the competition. Girls
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Section Group-A MissTooba
Rajput STD-VI & Bableshwar
Kulsum STD-5 won the First
prize. Group-B Miss Shaikh
Alfiya STD-VII & Saiyad Narjis
Fatima STD-VIII won the First
prize. Group-C Miss Khan
Afshan STD-X & Rajput Azka
STD-IX won the First prize.
Boys Section. .. Group-A
Master Shaikh Mohd Umer
STD- & Choudhry Anas STDVI won the Second prize.
Group-C Master Rizvi Mohd
Abid STD-IX & Mansuri
Rehan STD-IX won the
Second prize.
Group-B
Master Khan Ahmed Hussain
STD-VII & Ahmed Abubakr
STD-VIII \^pi^h^.Third prize.
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